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MOSO principle 1: 

sustainability
We believe that Moso bamboo is one of the most promising 
alternatives in the required shift to a sustainable economy. 
As one of the fastest growing, renewable resources in the world 
it absorbs CO2 in large quantities yet has hardwood properties, 
making it the ideal alternative to tropical hardwood. We value 
honesty, integrity and transparency, we therefore back up our 
sustainability claims with comprehensive testing reports and 
internationally respected certifications and ecolabels from 
independent, acknowledged institutions. We clearly communicate 
our best performing products in our Green Premium line. 
We are the only bamboo company with a full carbon footprint and 
LCA revealing that our 100% bamboo products are carbon neutral 
(or better) over their full life cycle. The use of MOSO products, 
especially in Green Premium, contributes to a higher score in the 
leading sustainable building certification systems LEED and BREEAM.

CO2 neutral 
hardwood 
alternative
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satisfaction
lies in the 
smallest 
detail

MOSO principle 2: 

product excellence
MOSO provides top quality products that meet the highest 
technical, functional and aesthetical requirements in Western 
markets. A key precondition for MOSO’s success has always been 
its control over the production process. As the most experienced 
player in the bamboo industry and with a professional organization 
established in China, we actively safeguard the quality of our 
products and provide a product guarantee of up to 30 years,
and a fire safety performance up to class Bfl. Furthermore, our 
products are made in production facilities that are ISO 9001 and 
ISO 14001 certified and therefore comply with the most stringent 
norms with respect to quality, human health, safety and the 
environment. Through a strong distribution network MOSO can 
combine a huge product assortment – providing a bamboo solution 
for everyone – with local availability thus facilitating short lead times.

9001
certified

14001
registered
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unlimited 
solutions
in bamboo

MOSO principle 3: 

innovation
Through continuous product development and process 
innovation MOSO is able to deliver bamboo solutions with 
superior performance in terms of technology (easy installation, 
better performance in use), costs (creating higher value for money), 
assortment (widest choice in line with the latest consumer trends), 
sustainability (lowest environmental impact and CO2 emissions) 
and applicability (use in even the most demanding circumstances). 
In our permanent strive for innovation we actively collaborate with 
several acknowledged research and normalisation institutes such 
as TU Delft, NEN and CEN. We only work with suppliers that share 
our values with respect to sustainability and product excellence: 
Bona for lacquers, Woca for oils and Dynea for adhesives. 

ceiling panel

Barajas T4 
International Airport
Madrid, Spain

design: Rogers Stirk 
Harbour + Partners
scope: 200.000m2
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start of our journey
1997

MOSO International was founded and has since then evolved to 
become the unchallenged, European market leader in the 
development of innovative and sustainable bamboo products 
for interior and exterior applications. The MOSO products can 
be divided into four product groups.

  MOSO Bamboo Flooring 
  MOSO Bamboo Panels & Veneer 
  MOSO Bamboo Outdoor 
  MOSO Unlimited Solutions 

Through its experience, innovative attitude and worldwide 
network, MOSO is recognised as the top global brand in 
bamboo products. There is no other company worldwide with 
an equal – and still expanding - broad assortment in high 
quality, bamboo products. MOSO products are permanently 
available from stock in various regions worldwide. Follow the 
time line for the mile stones that have contributed to making 
the MOSO vision a reality.

MOSO: world leading in bamboo

2-ply flooring
2002

MOSO develops  2-ply bamboo flooring 
(MOSO Bamboo Supreme). This product’s 
special construction offers a perfect 
compromise between durability and 
stability, providing an ideal solution for 
large projects. 

Barajas airport
2001

As the only bamboo supplier able to meet 
the most stringent, performance 
requirements, MOSO acquires the order to 
supply the bamboo for the largest bamboo 
project ever: 200.000m2 bamboo ceiling 
boards for the Barajas International Airport 
in Madrid, designed by Richard Rogers.

DMVP joint venture
2002

Together with a Chinese partner MOSO 
sets up a production plant totally 
focused on the production of bamboo 
veneer: DMVP. Until today DMVP is still 
the only factory in the world specialized 
in this product.

Bona lacquer
2003

MOSO is the first bamboo supplier 
worldwide to provide customers 
with the option to have their 
bamboo floors pre-lacquered with 
Bona, the leading, wooden flooring 
lacquer producer in terms of 
quality and sustainability. 

new MOSO office
2004

Continuous growth after its 
establishment requires MOSO to 
move to a new office with a
spacious warehouse (Marowijne 43 
in Zwaag, near Amsterdam).

BMW dashboard
2006

Due to excellent and consistent 
product performance, MOSO was 
selected as the exclusive supplier 
of bamboo veneer for BMW’s 
dashboards, opening up a totally 
new industry for bamboo products.

high density flooring
2006

MOSO launches high density, a special 
version of MOSO bamboo flooring which 
is made by compressing bamboo strips 
under very high pressure resulting in the 
hardest natural floor available on the 
market. 

Brinell hardness 
in kg/mm2 according to EN1534

MOSO high density

Ipé

Merbau

MOSO bamboo

Beech

Oak

Iroko

Walnut

Birch

Pine
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FSC® certification
2008

Globally recognized as the best certification 
system for responsible wood production, 
FSC® is now also available for bamboo. 
As pioneer in the bamboo industry, MOSO is 
able to provide bamboo products with FSC® 
certification (FSC C002063). 

CE marking
2008

The European Union demands 
products to comply with the highest 
quality requirements for which it 
uses CE labelling. MOSO acquired 
the CE marking for all of its 
flooring products in 2008.

unibamboo
2008

With Unibamboo MOSO has developed 
the first flexible bamboo flooring in the 
world. This innovative flooring product, 
patented by MOSO, combines the 
virtues of carpet / vinyl with the charm 
of bamboo. 

bamboo outdoor 
2010

MOSO launches Bamboo X-treme, the first 
outdoor bamboo decking product meeting 
the highest performance and durability 
requirements in Western markets. This is 
achieved due to the special density-thermo 
process, patented by MOSO.

topbamboo
2010

With Topbamboo MOSO again shows 
its talent for product developments 
that are in line with the latest market 
trends. This new flooring product is 
very easy to install, economical, stable 
and available in many different 
colours and finishes. 

durability class 
according to EN350 (ENV807/EN113)

Barcelona office
2009

MOSO opens up a new office in 
Barcelona and establishes 
MOSO Europe SLU, in order to 
better serve the Southern 
European and Latin American 
markets. 

Hong Kong 
2008

Besides the office of MOSO China, a 
new office was established in Hong 
Kong to deal with direct exports from 
China to the customer.

MOSO China
2009

A new office was 
established near 
Hangzhou together 
with a workshop, to 
produce all MOSO 
sample materials.

green premium
2011

With the Green Premium label, MOSO 
launches a product line which is ‘extra 
green’: available with FSC® certification 
and made with adhesives 
containing no added 
formaldehyde (E0 norm).

MOSO Bamboo X-treme

Ipé

Bangkirai

Oak

Strand Woven Bamboo

Scots Pine

range of 
durability results
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our vision:
“to become the world’s 
leading company in 
high quality bamboo 
solutions for durable 
indoor and outdoor 
applications”

harvesting age
full grown plants in years

carbon footprint
in CO2equ/kg, depending on MOSO product assessed

CO2 neutral
2011

Official LCA and carbon footprint 
studies (ISO 14040/44) executed by 
Delft University of Technology, conclude 
that all solid MOSO bamboo products 
are CO2 neutral or better over their full 
life cycle. The fast growth of Moso 
bamboo is an additional green benefit 
which is not included in the LCA.

production
1.1 to 1.7

bioenergy  
(end of life)
-1.1

CO2 fixation
-0.6

total
-0.6 to 0.0

Bamboo

Eucalyptus

Beech

Teak

Oak

low emissions 
2012

Based on extensive testing by the 
Bremer Umweltinstitut, all MOSO 
bamboo floors have been rated 
A and A+ in France with respect 
to emissions of volatile organic 
compounds: the best classification 
possible!  

China warehouse
2011

MOSO opens up a new 
warehouse in China to 
accommodate larger stocks and 
enable shorter lead times to key 
markets worldwide.
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MOSO bamboo
panels & veneer

A very broad assortment of 
bamboo panels, veneer and 
beams in various sizes, colours 
and styles that complement the 
MOSO flooring range perfectly.

page 20

MOSO bamboo
flooring

Eleven different flooring types 
available in multiple variations 
in size, colour and style, which 
provide dozens of different 
bamboo flooring options for 
each market.
page 16

MOSO unlimited 
solutions

Unique customised bamboo 
solutions meeting exceptionally 
stringent requirements for 
industrial clients.

page 28

MOSO bamboo  
outdoor

Patented heat treatment 
technology provides bamboo 
material with great hardness and 
the highest durability (class 1 in 
EN350) for outdoor applications 
such as decking.

page 24
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bamboo 
flooring
 

MOSO offers dozens of different bamboo flooring 
options which are divided into three collections. 
This enables MOSO to offer a bamboo flooring solution to 
everyone: the Dynamic Collection is mainly for residential 
applications, the Eternal Collection for high traffic 
applications with the most stringent demands and the 
Grand Collection offering larger sizes in width and length. 

dynamic collection
purebamboo
topbamboo
finebamboo 
unibamboo
flexbamboo

eternal collection
bamboosupreme
bambooforest
bambooindustriale

grand collection
bambooelite 
bambooplex
bamboonoble
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bamboo supreme
eternal collection

Toyota Europe
Brussels, Belgium

design: Bureau ASSAR

bamboo elite
grand collection

Aveda educational 
center
Milan, Italy

design: April Architects

bamboo supreme
eternal collection

HSE Darmstadt
Darmstadt, Germany

design: Ruby Architects

bamboo forest
eternal collection

Private object 
The Netherlands

bamboo industriale
eternal collection

Agora Theatre
Lelystad, the Netherlands

design: UN Studio
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bamboo 
panels & veneer
 
MOSO offers a very broad assortment of bamboo 
panels, veneer and beams in various sizes, thicknesses, 
colours and textures. These products have been used 
worldwide in various applications ranging from wall 
covering, ceilings, window frames, doors, stairs, 
furniture and kitchens. 

solid panel
1-ply panel
veneer
tambour
solid joist
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solid panel

Rijkswaterstaat 
(Directorate General for 
Public Works)
Middelburg, the 
Netherlands

design: Paul de Ruiter

tambour

Cupboard with 
sliding doors
Germany

design: Schaub Design

solid panel & 
veneer

Wuxi Grand theatre
Wuxi, China

design: Pekka Salminen

veneer

Guggenheim Museum
Bilbao, Spain

design: Cesar Caicoya - 
Idom Architects

solid panel & 
veneer

Bossia kitchen  
Madrid, Spain

design: Bossia
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bamboo
outdoor
With the introduction of the Outdoor Collection 
MOSO has developed a truly ecological and durable 
alternative for increasingly scarce and expensive tropical 
hardwood. MOSO uses a unique, patented process to 
alter the hardness, dimensional stability and durability 
to a level superior to the best, tropical hardwood species. 
Combining these superior performance features with the 
sustainability of bamboo sets Bamboo X-treme apart 
from virtually any other outdoor decorative product.

outdoor collection
bamboox-treme
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bamboo x-treme

Lentini’s restaurant 
Torino, Italy

design: F&F studio

bamboo x-treme

Bijenkorf
Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands

design: Concrete 
Architects

bamboo x-treme

Hotel Riberach
Belesta, France

design: Luc Richard

bamboo x-treme

Lounge set
The Netherlands

design: Grijsen

bamboo x-treme

World Expo
Shanghai, China

scope: 12.000 m2
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unlimited 
solutions
Besides the broad assortment of flooring, panels & 
veneer and outdoor products, MOSO is able to develop 
unique customised bamboo solutions for industrial 
clients that meet exceptionally high demands. 
Together with clients MOSO has co-created unique 
bamboo solutions for a whole range of industries 
including the furniture, automotive, kitchen, consumer 
goods, computer, and green building industry. 
 
 dashboard

BMW
Worldwide

design: BMW
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alpine skis

Origins Bamboo by 
Salomon

design: Salomon

wall and ceiling 
panel

Idom Headquarters
Bilbao, Spain

design: Javier Perez - 
Idom Architects

ceiling board

New West Hollywood 
Library
New West Hollywood, 
United States

design: Steve Johnson, 
Jim Favaro

computer flooring

Campus Palmas Altas
(LEED Platinum)
Sevilla, Spain

design: Rogers Stirk 
Harbour + Partners

lounge chair

An eye-opening chair 
The Netherlands

design: Tejo Remy & 
René Veenhuizen

30
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MOSO worldwide availability

MOSO office

product available

yet to conquer
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2013 © MOSO International BV
To the best of the knowledge of 
MOSO International BV the 
information contained in this 
document is in accordance with 
the facts and is provided on
the basis that MOSO International 
BV and/or any of its affiliates, 
officers, employees or advisers 
are not liable for any loss or 
damage whatsoever in respect of 
the accuracy or completeness of 
such information or the result of 
having acted upon it.

product photography
Hristo Arabadzhiyski
Remco van den Top
iStockphoto

MOSO product catalogue

Detailed product information 
including technical properties for 
all the products in the MOSO 
assortment.

for more detailed information please refer to the following documents 
(request your copy or download on www.moso-bamboo.com):

MOSO Bamboo X-treme booklet

Technical document providing 
everything there is to know about 
this exciting, outdoor product: 
technical properties, 
test results, user information 
and installation instructions. 

MOSO flooring brochure

Colourful presentation aimed at 
the end consumer of all the MOSO 
floors available, including pictures 
of all possible styles and colours.

“The ceiling consists of 
100mm wide planks 
of multi-layer MOSO 
bamboo veneer. 
The visual qualities of 
this material imbue T4 
with its very special 
character. Bamboo has 
the added benefit of 
being very sustainable”

Simon Smithson
partner at Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners
lead architect of Barajas T4 International Airport Madrid
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